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Abstract
Despite being the third largest industrial agglomeration in the world before World War II, Berlin was faced with an eco‐
nomic void after the partition and reunification of the city with many abandoned and alienated commercial and indus‐
trial spaces in a compact urban fabric. What has happened with this commercial and industrial heritage over the last
30 years? The main rationale behind this article is to show how Berlin planned and developed some of these spaces
through the Zukunftsorte strategy by preserving its historical sites and modernizing its commercial and industrial base.
As part of this undertaking, the article combines insights from urban planning and regional innovation studies. Method‐
ologically, a two‐step approach is applied: First, the article conducts an analysis of fundamental planning frameworks and
technology/innovation policy trajectories with regard to commercial and industrial spaces; second, a multiple‐case study
analysis of selected Zukunftsorte (Adlershof, Marzahn, Schöneberg, Siemensstadt) is carried out to test whether and to
what extent those spaces are supported by planning frameworks and exhibit components of what we coined territorial
ecosystem models. The data compiled stems from 15 years of work engaging in various planning and policy steering com‐
mittees, individual or joint research projects, personal interviews with relevant stakeholders, and regular field observations.
The findings suggest that Berlin’s strategies towards commercial and industrial spaces need to integrate highly contextual
approaches since size, progress, operation, means, and timelines of Zukunftsorte vary substantially. Whereas Adlershof is
a well‐functioning network of business, academia, planners, and policymakers with preliminary attempts to embed those
stakeholders in residential neighborhoods and the European Energy Forum in Schöneberg—which can be described as a
miniature living lab of Adlershof—the other investigated Zukunftsorte do not yet deserve to carry this name.
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1. Introduction
Urban commercial and industrial spaces undergo trans‐
formations in manifold ways: as abandoned brownfields,
residential neighborhoods, shopping centers, revitalized
old industrial sites, urban areas for events and spectacles,
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milieus for creativity and innovation, or modern living
labs (Kitzmann & Suwala, 2018). Once the third largest
industrial agglomeration in the world, Berlin looks back
on a long history of such spaces. The city’s unique past
of being devastated by the World War II, partitioned dur‐
ing the Cold War, deprived of suburbanization processes
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until 1990, and hollowed out shortly thereafter left
behind many empty commercial and industrial spaces
inside a compact urban fabric (Ellger, 1992; Kulke, 2003).
Against this background, the purpose of this article is to
shed light on how Berlin planned and developed some of
these spaces using the Zukunftsorte strategy to preserve
its historical sites and modernize its commercial and
industrial base. As part of this undertaking, we combine
insights from urban planning and regional innovation
studies. This distinctive theoretical perspective makes it
possible to analyze not only planning frameworks to pre‐
serve and develop such areas, but also technology and
innovation initiatives to revitalize and modernize them.
In doing so, we are able to broaden the view for both
subdisciplines and contribute to debates on interdepart‐
mental and integrative planning, as well as territorial
innovation platforms and ecosystems. Methodologically,
we apply a two‐step approach: First, we analyze the
planning frameworks and innovation/technology initia‐
tives with regard to commercial and industrial spaces
to demonstrate that the Zukunftsorte strategy encom‐
passes policies from both fields; second, using case
studies with selected Zukunftsorte, we test whether
and how those localities align with modern planning
paradigms and the other building blocks of territorial
ecosystem models (TEM) mentioned above. The data
compiled stems from 15 years of work engaging in var‐
ious planning and policy steering committees, individual
and joint research projects, personal interviews with rel‐
evant stakeholders, and regular field observations from
excursions and walks for international and domestic
expert and student groups to all Zukunftsorte locations
discussed in the article. The article is structured as fol‐
lows: Section 2 introduces theoretical discourses around
commercial and industrial spaces from an urban plan‐
ning and regional innovation studies perspective, as well
as the empirical origins of the Zukunftsorte strategy by
reconstructing pertinent planning and policy framework
trajectories since 1990 in Berlin; Section 3 examines four
examples of Zukunftsorte (Adlershof, CleanTech Marzahn
[CTM], European Energy Forum [EUREF] Campus Berlin,
Siemensstadt 2.0) to assess whether and to what extent
modern planning imperatives and other theoretical
building blocks of TEM have already been implemented;
Section 4 summarizes the main results and pinpoints
the value added for ongoing theoretical and empiri‐
cal discourses.
2. Theoretical Accounts and Berlin’s Trajectories
Toward the Zukunftsorte Strategy
The article applies a twofold perspective on Berlin’s
strategies towards new commercial and industrial spaces
based on urban planning and regional innovation studies.
For this purpose, we briefly outline theoretical accounts
from both perspectives (2.1), show development trajec‐
tories of pertinent planning frameworks and policy ini‐
tiatives since 1990 (2.2), and amalgamate and pinpoint
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these theories, frameworks, and initiatives based on the
Zukunftsorte strategy in Berlin (2.3).
2.1. From Triple‐Helix‐Driven Commercial and Industrial
Spaces to Integrated Regional Ecosystems
Let us start with some introductory remarks about urban
planning and urban governance related to commercial
and industrial spaces in Germany and their idiosyncrasies
in Berlin. Germany is a federal state with governmen‐
tal and planning tasks split up between the federal
government (Bund), states (Länder), and municipalities
(Kommunen). Berlin is both a state and a municipality
(called Bezirke in this case). In line with the principle of
subsidiary, the right of municipal self‐administration is
constitutionally guaranteed as long as realms of extraor‐
dinary urban interest for the entire city are not con‐
cerned (e.g., Flächennutzungsplanung, i.e., preparatory
land‐use planning [LUP], or Stadtentwicklungspläne, i.e.,
urban development plans [UDP]). This right comprises
compulsory (e.g., Bauleitplanung, i.e., communal land‐
use planning [CLUP]) and voluntary self‐government
tasks (e.g., communal business development). Apart
from the legal responsibilities at different governmental
levels, a differentiation can be made based on formal
(e.g., LUP) and informal governance and planning tools
(e.g., UDP). This repertoire of tasks and tools is legally
underlined by pertinent sections of the Federal Land
Utilization Ordinance (BauNVO, Sections 8–9; Federal
Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection, 2021,
pp. 7–8) and specified by sectoral UDPs (UDP Economy)
with regard to industrial and commercial spaces. For a
long time, the main rationales behind these formal plan‐
ning frameworks were to preserve existing and develop
new spaces either by maintaining a certain commercial
and industrial base (e.g., reutilizing brownfields, devel‐
oping, and operating commercial yards) or by modern‐
izing and renewing this commercial and industrial base
(e.g., establishing technology and business incubators,
start‐up infrastructure). The modernization of the com‐
mercial and industrial base and the respective areas
were also accompanied by a wave of technology and
innovation policies based on so‐called territorial innova‐
tion models (TIM; e.g., clusters, innovative milieus, new
industrial spaces) in the 1980s and 1990s (Moulaert &
Sekia, 2003, pp. 291–294). The main idea behind TIM
was to co‐locate companies from related industries along
economic value chains (business) and stakeholders from
academia and government (altogether triple helix) on
these commercial and industrial premises in spatial prox‐
imity. At the same time, the purpose was to connect
them in order to generate an endemic and implicit inno‐
vation and knowledge base for the (inter)national com‐
petitiveness of these territorial entities (Brinkhoff et al.,
2012, pp. 122–123).
The increasingly blurred boundaries between the
above‐mentioned stakeholders of the triple helix, the
participation of civic society and the environmental
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concerns (fourth and fifth helix) call for novel, holis‐
tic, and more flexible planning frameworks, and tech‐
nology/innovation policies (Brinkhoff & Kitzmann, 2014,
pp. 268–275; König et al., 2020, pp. 9–10). With regard
to planning frameworks, both an established section of
the Federal Land Utilization Ordinance on specially des‐
ignated areas (Sondergebiete; see BauNVO, Section 11
in Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection,
2021, p. 9) and a new building law category designated
as urban areas (Urbanes Gebiet; see BauNVO, Section 6a
in Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection,
2021, p. 6) within this framework allow for a greater mul‐
tiplicity of uses (Brandt et al., 2017, pp. 45–46). In spe‐
cially designated areas, custom industrial, academic, or
residential utilizations patterns can be determined (see
Section 3.1). Urban areas are intended to create mixed‐
use zones with short distances between residence, work,
education, culture, and leisure. With regard to technol‐
ogy/innovation policies, a second wave of initiatives,
which we coin as TEM, can be observed. TEM can
be understood as integrated regional ecosystems (also
called regional platforms or open regions) fueled by
various types of innovation (e.g., social, cultural) trans‐
forming TIMs into innovative, viable, and vibrant urban
areas as a result of the participation of civic society and
environmental concerns (fourth and fifth helix) legally
secured by binding planning laws and guiding planning
frameworks (Schmidt et al., 2018, pp. 190–193; Suwala
& Micek, 2018, pp. 354–355). This in turn requires inte‐
grated and interdepartmental planning measures and
efforts for economic land (Wirtschaftsflächenkonzepte)
well beyond the narrow borders of commercial and
industrial logics, or more generally as places for work
(Orte der Arbeit; Wagner‐Endres et al., 2018, pp. 24–25).
Here, knowledge as the dominating production fac‐
tor alters locational requirements and disrupts produc‐
tion logics with great potentials driven by technologi‐
cal advancement or re‐urbanization of production (e.g.,
floor space efficiency, multifunctional buildings, and ver‐
tical production), but these developments also have to
cope with manifold new problems (e.g., scarce areas,
land‐use conflicts, displacement of low‐yield uses; see
Henckel et al., 1986; Wagner‐Endres et al., 2018).
Given this combined theoretical framework of an
extended understanding of TIM underlined by plan‐
ning frameworks and resulting in TEM, we will con‐
sider Berlin’s Zukunftsorte as a blueprint for the future
development of commercial and industrial areas—or, in
short, as promising places to live and work—and test
whether selected locations already fulfill theoretical pre‐
requisites. While doing so, we will focus on the four
helices of academia (university), business (enterprises),
government (policies), and civic society (housing) and
also consider how these locations are supported by plan‐
ning frameworks (a largely neglected dimension of the
government helix; see Section 3). Before investigating
this, we will provide additional background information
on Berlin’s planning and policy frameworks for commer‐
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cial and industrial spaces since 1990 in general and in
conjunction with the Zukunftsorte strategy in particular.
2.2. Trajectories Toward Zukunftsorte
Despite its legacy as the world’s third largest indus‐
trial agglomeration (mainly electrical industry, heavy
machinery, clothing industry) and its renowned name
of Elektropolis before the World War II, two caesuras
in the second half of the 20th century (World War II,
1939–1945, and the division of Berlin, 1949, 1961–1989)
erased this industrial legacy and forced Berlin to
start anew (Bähr, 2001; Kulke, 2003). In 1990, Berlin
was economically hollowed out as most headquar‐
ters of leading enterprises have been relocated to
West‐Germany and only low‐tech highly subsided indus‐
trial enterprises remained in the west part of the city
(securing employment and strategic provision). In the
east part of the city, state‐owned industrial com‐
bines (Volkseigene Kombinate) were not competitive
and lost their markets due to the dissolution of the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (Rat für gegen‐
seitige Wirtschaftshilfe; Der Regierende Bürgermeister
von Berlin, 2000; Kulke & Suwala, 2015). In addi‐
tion, Berlin still exhibited the urban characteristics
of a Fordist city—high density of land use, compact
urban fabric with a mixture of various functions (hous‐
ing, industrial, commercial)—and had to find new
ways to revitalize its commercial and industrial spaces
(mostly dormant or abandoned brownfields; Ellger, 1992,
pp. 42–43). What has happened since then? Figure 1
shows the most important planning frameworks and
innovation/technology policy initiatives in Berlin from
the last three decades and illustrates two main tra‐
jectories around and toward the Zukunftsorte strat‐
egy. We use these trajectories for a thorough analy‐
sis of whether those documents align with theoretical
models and planning imperatives outlined above (see
Section 2.1). It is important to mention that the enforce‐
ment and implementation of those frameworks and ini‐
tiatives depend on the overall political power constella‐
tion, social movements, and economic or fiscal situation
within the city. Since we stem from the fields of eco‐
nomic geography and regional economics, we predom‐
inantly draw connections to economic circumstances
where applicable. There are selected events from before
1990 that also need to be outlined in order to understand
the whole story. With the exception of the 1994 prepara‐
tory LUP, all other city‐wide planning frameworks, and
in particular pertinent UDPs and technology/innovation
policies, have a guiding but not a binding character.
The preparatory LUP results in binding CLUPs flanked by
voluntary local business development policies at a munic‐
ipal level (see Section 3).
From a retrospective standpoint, pertinent plan‐
ning frameworks dealing with commercial and industrial
areas string together like pearls on a necklace; grounded
on experiences made within the UDP Commerce
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2011 Joint Innovaon
Strategy of Berlin and
Brandenburg (innoBB)

1999 Innovaon and Technology Concept
1983 Estabilshment of Berlin
Innova on and Business Incubator

2019 Joint Innova on
Strategy of Berlin
and Brandenburg
(innoBB 2025)

2005 Coherent Innovaon Strategy

2012 Zukun sorte
1988 Statement Senator for Labor and
Economy und Wirtscha

2014 Berlin
Strategy

2004 Berlin Strategy

2010 Masterplan Industrial City 2010-2020
2011 UDP Industry and Commerce

1997 Development of Commercial Land: a Spa al Plan
1992 Industrial Land Preserva on Scheme
1989 UDP Commerce for West-Berlin

2004 Update DP for Produc on-Oriented Areas

1999 UDP Commerce

from 2004 Growth Ini a ve Berlin 2004-2014

Major Events

2019 UDP Economy 2030
2017 Masterplan Industrial
City 2018-2021

2010

2000

1990

2016 Coalion
Agreement 2016-2021

Supplementary Events

Planning
Frameworks

1994 Land Use Plan Berlin

Innovaon- and
Technology Policies

1994 Estabilshment of
Technology Founda on Berlin

1978 Establishment of Technology
Transfer Agency Berlin

2020
(U)DP = (Urban) Development Plan

Figure 1. Planning frameworks and technology/innovation policy initiatives for commercial and industrial spaces in Berlin.
(Gewerbe) for West Berlin in 1989 and reliability in plan‐
ning derived from the legally binding preparatory LUP in
1994, the Berlin administration developed revised plans
(UDP Commerce in 1999, UDP Industry and Commerce
in 2011, UDP Economy in 2019) roughly every ten years
with updates in between. Two aspects become clear
based solely on the designation and the scope of the
plans. First, the separation between commerce and
industry that prevailed until 2010 has been suspended,
conceived jointly and now even merged under the head‐
ing “economy.” For this to take place, former collateral
schemes dealing with particular tasks and sectors of
industry and/or commerce (e.g., industrial land preser‐
vation scheme [Industrieflächensicherungskonzept],
development concept for production‐oriented areas
[Entwicklungskonzept für den produktionsgeprägten
Bereich]) were subsumed. The “economic” UDPs were
embedded in manifold further documents evidencing a
broader and integrated understanding of planning and
a more transparent development and participation pro‐
cess. They are directly referred upon in the 2004 and
2014 Berlin Strategy (updated in subsequent years)
and coordinated with other UDPs (transport, mobil‐
ity, retail, housing); moreover, they are also taken into
account within the Industrial City Master Plan and its
successors, compiled and approved by multiple stake‐
holders (administration, business, society; e.g., Senate
Administration for Urban Development, 2004, pp. 47–48,
2011, pp. 6, 13; Senate Administration for Urban
Development and Housing, 2020a, pp. 12–13, 24–25).
Second, both the depiction and development of the
diverse spatial and technological landscapes (Räumliche
Entwicklungsmodelle) for Berlin’s commercial and indus‐
trial spaces went far beyond the mere description of
those spaces in the planning frameworks. Targeted fields
of action and measures (e.g., acceleration of building per‐
mit procedures, customized land parceling, operating
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management structures for location marketing) were
formulated. They qualified and profiled entire urban
areas, selected locations, and unique plots through
spatial and industrial priorities. At the same time, dis‐
tricts were called upon to define context‐specific con‐
cepts for economic areas (Wirtschaftsflächenkonzepte;
Senate Administration for Economy and Businesses,
1999; Senate Administration for Urban Development,
2011, pp. 13–14; Senate Administration for Urban
Development and Housing, 2020a, pp. 12, 52).
The trajectory of innovation/technology policies was
by far not so straightforward. Although West Berlin was
among the pioneers in setting up a technology transfer
agency (Technologievermittlungsagentur) in 1978 and
the first innovation and business incubator in Germany
(Berliner Innovations‐ und Gründerzentrum) in 1983,
technology‐oriented policies were financially overshad‐
owed by the Berlin Subsidy Act (Berlinförderungsgesetz).
Whereas only 46 million Deutsche Marks were allo‐
cated to West Berlin’s technology/innovation policies
(e.g., start‐up advice, technology transfer and infor‐
mation) in 1987, nine billion Deutsche Marks were
disbursed in the same year to externally controlled
and low‐tech workbenches (e.g., the food industry),
which could only maintain their production due to
these subventions (Hofmann, 1991, pp. 91–92). Despite
short‐term catch‐up consumption and a prestige‐based
and superficial boom in the construction industry until
the mid‐1990s, Berlin’s technology and innovation poli‐
cies represented a loosely moderated, but mostly unfo‐
cused and disoriented round table implementing emer‐
gency policies (Feuerwehrpolitik) as most commercial
and industrial areas were affected by decline and/or
plant closures followed by a lost decade (1995–2005)
of poor economic dynamics (Kulke, 2008, pp. 196–197;
Scheuplein, 1999, p. 48). Two events led to a break‐
through. First, an organizational consolidation, where
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the technology transfer agency merged with the 1994‐
established Technology Foundation (Technologiestiftung
Innovationszentrum Berlin, later TSB Technologiestiftung
Berlin, and today Technologiestiftung Berlin) in 1999, cul‐
minating in a promotion agency for innovation in natural
sciences and engineering providing most services in a
one‐stop shop (later merged with the Business Location
Center). Second, a conceptual consolidation broke away
from stand‐alone technology und incubation centers
(e.g., Innovationspark Wuhlheide, Gründerzentrum am
Borsigturm) or programs (e.g., Technologieprogramm
FIT Berlin 2001 in 1993) to focus on the profiling
of technology, innovation, and competence fields
(Kompetenzfeldstrategie) accentuating industrial sectors
such as healthcare, energy engineering, transportation/
mobility/logistics, information/communication/media/
culture, creative industries, and optics and photonics
(Krätke & Borst, 2000, pp. 71–82). Those efforts gave rise
to an innovation and technology concept (Innovations‐
und Technologiekonzept) by the end of the 1990s and
paved the way toward the Coherent Innovation Strategy
of Berlin (Kohärente Innovationsstrategie) in 2005. This
in turn gave way to the Joint Innovation Strategy of
Berlin and Brandenburg (innoBB) in 2011 (updated
in 2019, innoBB 2025) in which competence fields
were overhauled to create genuine clusters with per‐
tinent cluster master plans (Senate Administration for
Economy and Technology, 1993; Senate Administration
for Urban Development and Environmental Protection,
1993; Senate Administration for Urban Development,
Environmental Protection and Technology, 1999; Senate
of Berlin, 2006; Senate of Berlin & Government of
Brandenburg, 2011, 2019). In summary, systematic steps
were taken to identify technological fields, assess their
innovation potential, explore competencies (by means
of outstanding research capacities, flagship projects,
acquisition of large‐scale third‐party funding, compet‐
itive product launches, international networks), and
turn them into viable clusters (the various innova‐
tion strategies mentioned above). Simultaneously, a
broader and more open understanding of innovation
(e.g., social innovation) combined with trans‐sectoral
themes (Querschnittsthemen; e.g., clean technologies)
attempted to refine (cross‐)clusters to create regional
platforms or TEM (Senate of Berlin, 2006; Senate of
Berlin & Government of Brandenburg, 2011, p. 14, 2019,
pp. 8, 25).
2.3. The Zukunftsorte Strategy
The Berliner Zukunftsorte strategy emphasizes 11 future‐
oriented locations (see Figure 2) embedded in distinct
neighborhoods (Transformationsräume) that are capa‐
ble to act as:
Laboratories for future visions and pivotal places for
networking and participation… where living, working,
science and culture are to come together, and explo‐
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rative approaches are to be tested how urban and
social structures can be preserved or further devel‐
oped within changing framework conditions. (Senate
of Berlin, 2016, p. 7)
The nucleus of the strategy accentuates locations
(a) with a spatial concentration of business and science,
where (b) an effectively lived exchange and coopera‐
tion takes place characterized by (c) sectoral profiling
that (d) promotes the innovation and competitiveness
of the regional economy (Koglin, 2012, p. 9). Today,
according to estimates, Zukunftsorte are home to 42
scientific institutions (including four universities), 2,200
companies, and 62,000 workplaces and provide learning
venues for 96,000 students (“Zukunft Berlin—Ideen aus
der Metropole. Folge 1,” 2020; “Zukunft Berlin—Ideen
aus der Metropole. Folge 2,” 2020).
The general idea and underlying assumption
of Zukunftsorte can be traced back to Berlin’s for‐
mer Senator for Economy and Labor, Elmar Pieroth,
who outlined rationales and strategies for commer‐
cial and industrial spaces based on “cooperation
between the economy, science, and the govern‐
ment” (Senator for Economy and Labor, 1988, p. 87,
authors’ translation) as early as 1988. These demands
were framed under the heading of technology policy
(Technologiepolitik), considered fundamental require‐
ments to establish innovative small and medium‐sized
industries in high‐tech sectors by bringing together
economy and science and regularly repeating these
encounters (Hofmann, 1993, pp. 171–175; see also
Senate Administration for Economy and Technology,
1994). These imperatives acted as guidelines for both
planning frameworks and technology/innovation poli‐
cies when reconstructing the sites of Berlin‐Adlershof
(see Section 3.1) and Berlin‐Buch in former East Berlin
(Senate Administration for Economy and Businesses,
1999; Senate Administration for Urban Development,
2011, pp. 17, 51, 59; Senate Administration for Urban
Development and Housing, 2020a, pp. 46–47, 103).
Later, the concept was applied to further locations
all over Berlin with a strong presence of science and
research (Standorte mit Wissenschaft und Forschung
als prägenden Standortfaktor): Adlershof (A), Buch (B),
Charlottenburg (C), Dahlem (D), and Mitte (M) with
larger campuses of Berlin’s major universities (Lange
et al., 2011, p. 9).
The 2012 main manifesto of the Zukunftsorte strat‐
egy (Koglin, 2012) ascribed only Adlershof and Buch sub‐
stantial qualities of Zukunftsorte with potential for the
remaining (A‐D,M) locations and five further sites to
be developed (EUREF Schöneberg, CTM, Schöneweide,
and the two former airports Tempelhof and Tegel),
joined by Siemensstadt in 2019 after a major deci‐
sion by the conglomerate to restructure and revive its
site. It was obviously a political decision to not fully
acknowledge other locations (e.g., Motzener Straße)
with favorable prerequisites (Koglin, 2012, pp. 10–11).
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The Urban Tech Republic (1)
Siemensstadt 2.0 (2)
Berlin Südwest (3)
Campus Charloenburg (4)
TechnologiePark Humboldthain (5)
Flughafen Tempelhof (6)
EUREF Campus (7)
Campus Berlin-Buch (8)

CleanTech Marzahn —
Originally (9.1) / Extension (9.2)
Wirtscha s- und Wissenscha sstandort Schönweide (10)
Adlershof (11)
Case studies
Other Zukun sorte
Berlin’s districts
Urban rail lines

8

9.1

Siemensstadt 2.0
Area
Employees
Companies
Students

1

2
2

73 ha
11,000
1
0

9.2

5

CleanTech Marzahn
Area
Employees
Companies
Students

4

7

6

9.1 / 9.2
90 ha / 300 ha
200 / n.a.
1 / 850
0/0

10

3
11

EUREF-Campus

0

5

10 km

Area
Employees
Companies
Students

7

Adlershof

11

5.5 ha
3,500
150
450

Area
Employees
Companies
Students

420 ha
23,500
1,200
6,500

Figure 2. Berlin’s Zukunftsorte.
Apart from that, the Zukunftsorte strategy could only
unfold its potential since it drew lines to existing innova‐
tion/technology initiatives (e.g., innoBB in 2011; Koglin,
2012, p. 8). Ultimately, a consortium of multiple stake‐
holder (politics, science, business, society) was lever‐
aged by its issuers, to enter both impending blan‐
ket policy agreements (Berlin Strategy 2014, Coalition
Agreement 2016–2021; Senate Administration for Urban
Development and Environment, 2015, pp. 48; Senate
Chancellery, 2016, pp. 52, 84) and specific planning frame‐
works (UDP Economy 2019; Senate Administration for
Economy, Energy and Businesses, 2018a, p. 20; Senate
Administration for Urban Development and Housing,
2020a, pp. 25–26). Today, Zukunftsorte can be considered
a bridge between pertinent planning frameworks for com‐
mercial and industrial spaces and innovation/technology
initiatives, embedded in general political and strategic
documents. They align with the sector and cluster priori‐
ties outlined above (or vice versa) and are therefore capa‐
ble of channeling substantial business promotion funds
from European, national, and municipal sources (“Zukunft
Berlin—Ideen aus der Metropole. Folge 3,’’ 2020).
3. Selected Zukunftsorte Case Studies
This section examines four examples of Zukunftsorte
(Adlershof, CTM, EUREF, and Siemensstadt 2.0) at the
Urban Planning, 2021, Volume 6, Issue 3, Pages 415–430

municipal level to determine whether and to what
extent modern planning imperatives and other theoreti‐
cal TEM building blocks have already been implemented
(Section 3.5). A multi‐case study approach (Ebneyamini &
Moghadam, 2018) was applied to allow for greater gener‐
alization with regard to emergent theory, simultaneously
expounding the variety of Berlin’s Zukunftsorte in terms
of the historical backgrounds, actors involved, operat‐
ing modes, and levels of development. The four cases
presented were chosen along the following dimensions.
First, we opted for two sites in former East and two sites
in former West Berlin. Second, we chose sites where the
underlying conditions varied substantially. Adlershof was
developed based on a century‐long research tradition,
Siemensstadt is part of a long‐standing industrial pro‐
duction, EUREF evolved around an iconic landmark, and
CTM was attractive due to its largely undeveloped indus‐
trial site capable of hosting hazardous incident plants
(Störfallbetriebe). Third, we selected sites where the
main operating entities (Betreibergesellschaften) encom‐
pass various legal forms and sector affiliations from the
district administration itself (CTM) and publicly driven,
municipally owned companies (Adlershof) to private‐
sector high‐tech conglomerates (Siemensstadt 2.0) and
real‐estate development companies (EUREF). Fourth, we
picked sites in various stages of their lifecycle; from
a more or less undeveloped parcel (CTM) to one of
420

the biggest sciences and technology parks operating in
Europe (Adlershof).
3.1. The Adlershof Zukunftsort
The general idea behind Zukunftsorte in Berlin was
strongly influenced by experiences made during the
(re‐)development of today’s Adlershof Technology Park,
located in the south‐east of Berlin (Area 11 in Figure 2).
Within three decades after reunification, Adlershof was
transformed into one of the largest technology parks in
Europe with roughly 23,500 employees and 6,500 uni‐
versity students working and studying at 1,200 enter‐
prises, six university institutes, and eight non‐university
think tanks (WISTA Management, 2020a). Adlershof
started as the cradle of Germany’s aviation research
and production in 1909 and became its most impor‐
tant location before World War II. Thereafter, it was
merely transformed into a research site, hosting GDR’s
Academy of Sciences specialized in natural sciences (e.g.,
physics and chemistry). German reunification marked
another turning point: The Academy of Sciences was
significantly downsized from 5,000 to 1,500 employ‐
ees and integrated into a newly established, nationally
financed, (non‐)university research network (Leibnitz,
Helmholtz, etc.; Kulke, 2008, pp. 197–199; Suwala &
Dannenberg, 2009, p. 133). At the beginning of the
1990s, the 420‐hectare area was mainly characterized
by empty spaces, abandoned buildings, and outdated
infrastructure (Suwala & Kulke, 2015, pp. 157–158).
In 1992, Berlin’s administration adopted a master plan
and dubbed Adlershof the “city of science and economy.”
Three pillars earmarked this master plan. First, a Berlin‐
owned but privately organized development and opera‐
tion company (Entwicklungsgesellschaft Adlershof mbH,
today WISTA Management GmbH) was commissioned to
exploit, develop, and promote the area entirely. Second,
many natural science institutes from a major Berlin uni‐
versity were relocated from the city center to Adlershof
to complement and strengthen the above‐mentioned
(non‐)university research network. Third, a comprehen‐
sive system of technology/innovation‐promoting mea‐
sures was assembled based on university spin‐offs,
business plan development, business incubators, and
segmented technology centers (e.g., for photonics,
environmental technologies) to promote tangible and
non‐tangible infrastructure. Even housing facilities were
initially part of the plans (Kulke, 2008, pp. 197–206;
Suwala & Dannenberg, 2009, pp. 106–109).
In 1990, the site was characterized by mixed owner‐
ship (63% by the German Federal Government, 19% by
the city of Berlin, which transferred the land to the oper‐
ating company WISTA Management, and 8% by a commu‐
nity association), mostly in public hands. This fact com‐
bined with the early uniform designation of the site as an
urban development area (urbanes Entwicklungsgebiet)
based on the Federal Land Utilization Ordinance on
specially designated areas (Sondergebiete; BauNVO,
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Section 11 in Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer
Protection, 2021, pp. 8–9) provided reliability for plan‐
ning; most activities executed on site (e.g., urban devel‐
opment, property marketing, technology promotion,
foundation support, facility management) have been
executed by a “one‐stop agency” for three decades.
Although Adlershof fortunes were also influenced by
Berlin’s lost decade (1995–2005), in particular, hous‐
ing developments were built with a 15‐year delay, the
idea of bringing together and connecting business, sci‐
ence, and policymakers and even planners was imple‐
mented consistently. Renowned institutions (e.g., HU,
Leibnitz, and Helmholtz institutes) are located on site
and feature an advanced architectural and technology
infrastructure (e.g., the electron accelerator, BESSY II;
Dannenberg & Suwala, 2009, pp. 130–132; Suwala &
Kulke, 2015, pp. 158–162). However, spatial proximity
alone does not constitute a well operating Zukunftsort.
Considerable and orchestrated efforts (e.g., technology
transfer office activities, industry and regional networks,
mutual research projects, matchmaking events) were
necessary to enhance knowledge flows between the
stakeholders and create desired networks and innova‐
tions (Brinkhoff et al., 2012, 2015). These processes
have been backed by profiled technology centers (e.g.,
biotechnology, photonics, new materials, and microsys‐
tems) thematically in line with operational programs for
national and European funds (e.g., OP Berlin EFRE) and
striking urban design components (e.g., central agora
with the campus zone). Over the past decade, the initial
idea of a residential area (beyond the triple helix) was
achieved with the construction of 3,000 units for rental
housing, condominiums and student apartments, retail
and gastronomy, and social infrastructure to form a sus‐
tainable and livable neighborhood. These developments
propelled an increasing number of employees and stu‐
dents to live on site (Kitzmann & Kulke, 2021, pp. 44–46;
Kulke & Kitzmann, 2012, pp. 12–15, 2020, pp. 17–20).
3.2. The CleanTech Marzahn Zukunftsort
The CTM—with its heart, the CleanTech Business Park
(CBP), in Berlin‐Marzahn (Area 9.1 in Figure 2)—is
arguably the least‐developed Zukunftsort of the cases
presented here. The 90‐hectare site on the north‐
eastern fringe of Berlin is currently a largely undevel‐
oped brownfield that was partly used as a sewage treat‐
ment plant until 1990 and afterwards only sparsely used
for leisure activities. Ideas to redevelop the site were
based on the interest of surrounding companies (solar
industry) in space to expand more than a decade ago.
Urged by Berlin’s planning authorities, the local dis‐
trict administration evaluated options and started to
comprehensively demolish, decontaminate, and develop
the site predominately as an industrial area in 2009
(District Administration of Marzahn‐Hellersdorf, 2019).
This transformation was backed by Berlin’s economic
development authorities and allotted financial resources
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through national (the joint Federal/Länder Task for the
Improvement of Regional Economic Structures, GRW)
and European funds (EFRD; Senate Administration for
Economy, Energy and Businesses, 2021). The district dis‐
carded initial ideas for a photovoltaics business park and
renamed the core site CBP, which was merely a buz‐
zword at the time but general and promising enough
to align with European and national funding schemes
and to attract production‐oriented companies in renew‐
able, green, and sustainable sectors. The unique sell‐
ing point of the CBP is the opportunity to host haz‐
ardous incident plants (Störfallbetriebe) that cannot
settle in ordinary industrial areas (District Administration
of Marzahn‐Hellersdorf, 2019; Senate Administration for
Economy, Energy and Businesses, 2021). Unlike the other
Zukunftsorte, CTM constitutes the largest connected
open‐space industrial plot within the city. An ambiva‐
lent advantage is that the core plot (CBP) is currently
owned by the city of Berlin and its water management
company and is managed by the local district adminis‐
tration (District Administration of Marzahn‐Hellersdorf,
2017; Senate Administration for Urban Development
and Housing, 2020b). Despite the united and public
ownership, only one company (a producer of energy‐
efficient industrial storage media) has settled on the
ground (Senate Administration for Economy, Energy and
Businesses, 2018b). Reasons for the difficult settlement
process are manifold: (a) high commercial demand that
does not align with the profile of the CBP (e.g., data
and logistic centers); (b) a lack of commercial interest
in Berlin’s land policy (the city is not selling the land but
rather issues building right agreements, or Erbbaurecht);
(c) protracted negotiations with the city of Berlin (inter‐
ested companies turn to other sites, often owned by pri‐
vate developers); and (d) expectations are high and mon‐
itoring is precise since the site was publicly subsidized
(e.g., long‐term employment with mandatory social
security contributions, or sozialversicherungspflichtige
Beschäftigung) is desired.
The perpetuated industry‐related planning of author‐
ities and frameworks (in particular, development con‐
cept for the manufacturing‐based economy) did a great
job securing an industrial spot that can even host
hazardous incident plants, but the settlement itself
remains difficult. The main ingredients (triple helix) of a
Zukunftsort are missing. Despite some well‐established
and promising local and mid‐sized companies with
in‐house internships and vocational training activities
(e.g., Hasse & Wrede GmbH, Flexim GmbH), there are
no universities or non‐university research institutions
on site (Area 9.2 in Figure 2). It comes as no surprise
that a former business incubator (2016–2019) offering
co‐working and workshop space to cleantech‐oriented
startups (Senate Administration for Economy, Energy and
Businesses, 2021) had to close down. The development
of the site was initially left to the district administration
but will be taken over by the municipally owned WISTA
(which also runs Adlershof) in mid‐2021. As a prepara‐
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tory measure, CBP (90 hectares, Area 9.1 in Figure 2)
was expanded to CTM (300 hectares, Areas 9.1 and 9.2
in Figure 2) including neighboring commercial premises
(Gewerbepark Georg Knorr, Econopark Wolfener Straße)
and established and thriving companies mentioned
above (WISTA Management, 2020b). It remains to be
seen whether and when any beneficial impacts will
emerge. The potential is there as the CTM Zukunftsort
is even part of Berlin’s largest connected industrial area
(1,200 hectares; Senate Administration for Economy,
Energy and Businesses, 2021; Senate Administration for
Urban Development and Housing, 2020a, pp. 51–54).
Although neither CBP nor CTM contain residential space,
they border directly on the city’s two largest former
Socialist large‐scale housing developments (Marzahn
with 60,000 housing units and Hohenschönhausen with
40,000). In the near future, more than 2,000 additional
residential units will be established by city‐owned hous‐
ing companies, housing associations, and private devel‐
opers in these neighborhoods (own calculations). Future
planning efforts—currently spearheaded by the city’s
planning and economic development office—have two
objectives. One involves a new business incubator and,
in the long run, even a university campus. The other
entails a new strategy for smaller plots (even less than
one hectare) to meet changing demands.
3.3. The EUREF Campus Berlin Zukunftsort
EUREF covers an area of only 5.5 hectares and is located
on the south‐western edge of Berlin’s inner city, within a
triangle of houses and railway tracks (Area 7 in Figure 2).
The site has a long history as an industrial area with an
urban gas production and supply depot. In 1871, the
British Imperial Continental Gas Association—the mar‐
ket leader in municipal gas supply of its time—erected
the first gas‐fired power plant as coal could be delivered
easily here by rail. This plant was replaced in 1910 by
a novel 78‐meter‐high gasometer—the third biggest in
Europe as measured by the capacity to store gas—with
a characteristic steel structure that gives the site its dis‐
tinctive image to this day. The plant was shut down in
1946, but the gasometer remained in operation by the
municipally owned gas provider GASAG as a gas stor‐
age facility until 1995 when it was dismantled (GASAG,
2021). In Berlin’s lost decade (1995–2005), the underde‐
veloped area—still equipped with historic buildings (e.g.,
low‐pressure gas tank, retort house, boiler house with
water tower, etc.)—was used only by small businesses
to store, park, and service motor vehicles. In 2007, an
architect known for restoration—and heritage‐related
restoration in the city purchased the site with a vision
(District Administration of Tempelhof‐Schöneberg, 2012).
This vision was grounded in developing a concept for a
European energy forum consisting of offices, teaching
and research facilities, and spaces for the location of
European power generating businesses complemented
by event venues, accommodation and boarding houses,
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and catering services. By means of a carbon‐neutral
energy supply, a smart energy grid, energy‐efficient
buildings, an experimental platform for electromobility,
and numerous research projects, the campus strives
to prove that the energy transition (Energiewende) is
feasible and financially viable. EUREF already achieved
the German government’s CO2 emissions reduction goal
for the year 2050 in 2014. Currently, 3,500 people are
employed there at more than 150 companies, institu‐
tions, and start‐ups in the fields of energy, mobility, and
sustainability (EUREF, 2021).
The new owner, his vision, and the resulting pri‐
vate investment interest triggered the district to regu‐
late the fortunes in the area by means of a binding
CLUP (Bebauungsplan). The required framework condi‐
tions were provided to revitalize the old industrial site
for new use endowed with national funding (GRW).
According to the city’s LUP, the site is dedicated for
mixed‐land use (gemischte Baufläche) open to manifold
types of industrial and commercial valorization and there‐
fore offers developer a high degree of freedom (District
Administration of Tempelhof‐Schöneberg, 2012). Since
most of the properties are owned by EUREF AG (pri‐
vate stock cooperation), this private‐sector developer
of low‐energy and environmentally optimized immov‐
ables can be considered the operation company and
main orchestrator on site. Over the years, EUREF AG
has been able to convince both reputable companies
(e.g., Deutsche Bahn, Cisco, Schneider Electric, GASAG)
and established research institutions (e.g., Technische
Universität Berlin, Mercator Research Institute on Global
Commons and Climate Change GmbH) to set up shop on
site. These institutions work on mutual projects (e.g., Inno
Z, 2008–2019, a partnership between two non‐university
think tanks and Deutsche Bahn), which are often also pro‐
moted by flagship projects of German Federal Ministries
(e.g., Mobility2Grid). The Mobility2Grid project brings
together partners from (non‐)university think tanks and
the private sector. All these initiatives attempt to sim‐
ulate a futuristic urban vision by means of a living
lab (Reallabor) and aim to jointly contemplate the use
of renewable energies with emerging trends in urban
mobility (EUREF, 2021). Further initiatives encompass
co‐working spaces, incubators, labs (e.g., Infralab Berlin),
and accelerators (e.g., the Climate‐KIC Green Garage).
The Infralab project is a joint innovation laboratory run by
municipal services and infrastructure providers (e.g., the
BVG for mobility; the BWB for water; BSR for city clean‐
ing; GASAG for gas works; the Vattenfall Wärme Berlin
for heating; Stromnetz Berlin for power; and Veolia for
waste disposal), where start‐ups and bright minds are
given the opportunity to put forth new ideas (Merkel &
Suwala, 2021).
3.4. The Siemensstadt 2.0 Zukunftsort
The most recently labeled Zukunftsort, Siemensstadt,
looks back on the longest industrial history of the four
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case studies presented here (Area 2 in Figure 2). It was
both the central location of the renowned electrical
company of Siemens during the interwar period, which
was the biggest of its kind in the world (Bähr, 2001,
pp. 25–27), and a significant pillar for Berlin Electropolis
as Europe’s center for the emerging electrical indus‐
try (Schultze, 1927, pp. 519–521). Siemens started its
venture—in a district that would officially be named
Siemensstadt in 1914—as a greenfield development in
1897 with a cable‐manufacturing plant (established in
1899). The spacious site and the foresighted planning
allowed for the constant expansion of both production
(e.g., iron foundry in 1908, power station in 1912, tele‐
phone exchange in 1913, research laboratory in 1920)
and housing facilities (e.g., company‐owned accommo‐
dation, or Werkswohnungsbau) starting in 1904. Later,
the modern Ringsiedlung Siemensstadt settlement—
now a UNESCO world‐heritage site—was erected, fea‐
turing 1,370 housing units, a combined heat and power
plant, laundry facilities, shops, and even a school
(Klünner, 1978, pp. 71–86). In a nutshell, Siemens devel‐
oped an entire district with a mix of industrial pro‐
duction, housing, administrative and social functions,
parks, and infrastructure. By the end of the 1930s, the
212‐hectare site was home to 13,000 residents and
65,000 employees (Imsirovic, 2020, p. 16). After World
War II, Siemens followed a decentralization strategy,
relocating its hub to southern Germany (Munich and
Erlangen). Left as the “second” headquarters, the admin‐
istration buildings in Siemensstadt were repurposed into
production space, and the central administration build‐
ing was used again for its original purpose only starting
in 1976 (Siemens AG, 2021). Although Siemens’ current
production volume in Siemensstadt is nowhere near his‐
torical figures, the 11,000 employees on site make it the
company’s largest production site worldwide. Hence, it
comes as no surprise that Siemens will invest 600 mil‐
lion euros to transform a selected 73‐hectare industrial
site into Siemensstadt 2.0 by 2030, representing the
company’s largest ever investment in a single project
(Siemens AG, 2021). Ninety‐seven percent of the area
is owned by Siemens, 2% by the city and 1% by private
stakeholders, forming a unified property basis to com‐
plete such a mega project (Senate Administration for
Urban Development and Housing, 2020c, p. 9).
Compared to the preceding case studies,
Siemensstadt 2.0 is the only Zukunftsort that will primar‐
ily be created by a single company. In 2018, Siemens and
the city of Berlin signed a memorandum of understand‐
ing for the creation of this future‐oriented neighborhood
that combines working, housing, and research follow‐
ing the principle of an “industrial smart city” (Imsirovic,
2020, pp. 16–18; Kögl, 2020, pp. 73–74). The planning
and development process encompasses a joint venture
between Siemens and a total of 70 employees from vari‐
ous city administration units in manifold working groups,
demonstrating Berlin’s commitment to the project.
Research and teaching activities have mainly been
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organized internally to date; with regard to teaching,
the on‐site Siemens Professional Education is one of the
largest German in‐house education facilities and offers
dual vocational education and training (Siemens AG,
2013). Missing universities and external connections
between production, research, and knowledge transfer
are substituted by novel initiatives (e.g., the launch of the
Werner‐von‐Siemens Centre for Industry and Science,
with joint professorships with Technische Universität
Berlin, an agreement between this university, the city of
Berlin, and two non‐university research institutions; Kögl,
2020, p. 74; Werner‐von‐Siemens Centre for Industry
and Science e.V., 2021). The main areas of research and
production will be electrical mobility, IT and automatiza‐
tion, artificial intelligence, new materials, and additive
manufacturing (Werner‐von‐Siemens Centre for Industry
and Science e.V., 2021). Siemensstadt 2.0 is planned as a
mixed‐use neighborhood following the idea of a compact
city with short distances (Stadt der kurzen Wege). Around
38 hectares will be redeveloped for the following pur‐
poses: (a) a 5.4‐hectare plot for housing complemented
by green spaces and a kindergarten; (b) a 1.4‐hectare
plot for office use; (c) a 24‐hectare core for housing,
commercial use, and leisure, including 3.8 hectares of
green spaces; and (d) 7 hectares for offices, commer‐
cial use, and research. A total of 2,750 housing units
are planned by 2030 (Senate Administration for Urban
Development and Housing, 2020c, pp. 11–64). In order
to realize these plans, changes to Berlin’s LUP will be nec‐
essary and were initiated in 2019; for example, an area
formerly meant solely for industry (BauNVO, Section 9;
Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection,
2021, p. 8) will be opened for housing and social infras‐
tructure (gemischte Baufläche). The first repurposing
tasks have passed the stage of early public participa‐
tion and must be approved by the development con‐
cept for the manufacturing‐based economy (Senate
Administration for Urban Development and Housing,
2020b, p. 134, 2020c, pp. 25–28).
3.5. Comparative Assessment
Table 1 summarizes the main results from the case
studies and allows for an overall assessment of how
the distinctive Zukunftsorte were facilitated by plan‐
ning frameworks and technology/innovation initiatives
and to what extent they already share components of
TEM necessary to transform commercial and industrial
areas into innovative, viable, and vibrant urban areas
of the future. Adlershof is a textbook example and role
model for the overall idea behind Zukunftsorte today.
Early on, in 1992, separate statutory provisions, a mas‐
ter plan, and a vision were enacted to create a “city of
science and economy” with designated areas for busi‐
ness, science, and housing providing a holistic concept.
The statutory provisions secured the area as a specially
designated area (Sondergebiet; BauNVO, Section 11 in
Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection,
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2021, pp. 8–9), while the master plan indicated a
strong political will. The master plan was managed, pro‐
pelled forward, and implemented over the course of
the last 30 years by the city‐owned operating company
(WISTA Management GmbH) and its planning subsidiary
(WISTA Plan GmbH, formerly Adlershof Projekt GmbH)
with a great impact on municipal planning and the
citywide political agenda. The results are high‐capacity
networks between world‐leading high‐tech SMEs, var‐
ious (non‐)university institutions, and policy/planning
stakeholders. The site constitutes a well working TIM.
This venture, however, required a local research tradi‐
tion and strong local entrepreneurial will after reuni‐
fication. It started with unified ownership based on a
long‐term strategy and profited from farsighted planning
and management to channel funds and attract investors.
It will be interesting to see in the future whether cur‐
rent residential efforts and the development of util‐
ity infrastructure (gastronomy, retail, etc.) will be able
to transform the area into a viable urban area (TEM).
CTM possesses the city’s largest connected open‐space
industrial plot able to host hazardous incident plants that
is well secured by planning regulations (Industriegebiet;
BauNVO, Section 9 in Federal Ministry of Justice and
Consumer Protection, 2021, p. 8). Apart from this, the
main elements of Zukunftsorte are missing and/or not
connected with each other. An inflexible location devel‐
opment and marketing strategy coupled with a lack of
research institutions, isolated adjacent commercial and
industrial properties, and surrounding residential areas
pose major challenges. Even though the territory was
extended beyond the initial plot, a long and coherent
journey will be needed not only to locate fundamental
TIM components (e.g., research institutions), but also to
create synergies between them. EUREF is an inspiring
locational forge of creativity bolstered by binding plan‐
ning regulations (CLUP) as a mixed‐land use area with
high degrees of freedom (gemischte Baufläche). Due to
its very limited size, however, EUREF feels more like a
cleverly managed and extended show room with multi‐
ple convention centers, event locations, and top cuisine
rather than a fully envisioned Zukunftsort despite being
a steppingstone for some start‐ups. Taking the surround‐
ing area into account, the site still gives the impression
of a “work island,” since its location on suburban rail‐
way lines hinders adequate integration into the urban
fabric, which is largely disconnected from the site. Apart
from boarding houses for temporary visitors, no hous‐
ing is planned. All in all, EUREF superficially unites all
the components of TIM and partly of TEM, however, it is
merely a miniature version of a Zukunftsort that evokes
an exhibition and trade fair venue. The Siemensstadt
2.0 idea is relatively new, and the assessment of it
is highly speculative. Its greatest advantage—planning
and development under one roof—could make it highly
dependent on the industrial conglomerate, although the
planning process to date has been very transparent.
The entire area, and in particular the 38‐hectare core
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Table 1. Characteristics of the case studies.
Criteria

Adlershof

CleanTech Marzahn

EUREF Campus Berlin

Siemensstadt 2.0

Regulations/planning
(neglected part of
politics)

Separate master plan
and vision as a City of
Science and Economy
with designated
areas for business,
science, and housing;
in‐house planning
subsidiary—majority
of (in)formal planning
frameworks

The city’s largest
connected
open‐space industrial
plot with the city able
to host hazardous
incident plants
(development
concept for
production‐oriented
areas, UDP
Economy 2030)

Binding CLUP plan as
mixed‐land use area
with high degrees of
freedom

Company‐owned
property secured as
commercial,
industrial, and
residential site by
partly changing
zoning into mixed
areas (changes in LUP,
development
concept for
production‐oriented
areas, UDP
Economy 2030)

Business

High‐tech SMEs and
hidden champions

A few traditional and
modern SMEs and
crafts for local supply

Living lab/showroom
for renowned
companies

Stand‐alone
world‐leading
conglomerate

Science

Top‐tier university
with pertinent faculty
on site

Not on site

Flagship project of
Federal Ministries,
pilot study programs

Mostly in‐house R&D,
first linkages to
Berlin’s science
landscape

Politics

City‐owned operating
company with great
impact on the
political agenda

Inflexible location
development and
marketing strategy

Operating company
with a
well‐elaborated
real‐estate
exploitation strategy

Decisions of
conglomerate have
political clout

Housing

Various newly
constructed
residential units with
varying degrees of
connection (e.g.,
student apartments,
single‐family
housing)

Lack of integration
into adjacent former
Socialist large‐scale
neighborhoods

Only boarding houses
for temporary
visitors, lack of
integration into
surrounding
neighborhoods

Historical company
housing, designated
areas for new
residential
development

Assessment

Textbook example of
Zukunftsort
(established
networks between
business, science)
with new residential
efforts

Industrial plot with
great potential but
many missing links

Extended showroom
for business and
science with event
and convention
spaces

Infant stage of
transforming a
traditional industrial
space into a modern
working and living
environment

Components of TEM

being redeveloped, commemorates the master plan of
Adlershof and the vision of a futuristic urban quarter
where initial changes in the LUP from industrial toward
mixed‐use areas (gemischte Baufläche) have been initi‐
ated. It will be interesting to see in the future whether
these mostly closed corporate premises can be trans‐
formed into an open campus with a thriving research
community, start‐ups, and residential areas connected
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beyond the reach of the conglomerates. Planning efforts
are already underway.
4. Conclusions
By combining an urban planning and regional innova‐
tion studies perspective, we were able to shed light on
the link that is often missing between both disciplines:
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the lack of innovation in planning (Ibert, 2003) and
the largely neglected anchoring of planning in TIM
(Cooke, 2011). Additionally, our main intention was
to add the civic society (housing, fourth helix) and
planning frameworks (regulations, a distinctive part
of the third helix) in order to extend conventional
TIM to TEM. For this reason, we explicitly selected
the liminal strategy of Berliner Zukunftsorte, which
is applicable to both planning frameworks and tech‐
nology/innovation policies. The Zukunftsorte strategy
attempts to develop former commercial and industrial
brownfields by preserving their historic sites and mod‐
ernizing their commercial and industrial base. Based
on the ideas behind TIM or the triple helix that inno‐
vation flourishes with co‐located and interconnected
stakeholders—including companies from related indus‐
tries along value chains (business), academic entities,
and governmental institutions—we postulate that these
areas should additionally be embedded in residential
neighborhoods and supported by appropriate planning
frameworks in order to facilitate the development of
viable urban areas capable of offering spaces for liv‐
ing, working, education, culture, and leisure within close
proximity (TEM). What sounds simple in theory is diffi‐
cult to implement in reality because this requires mixed‐
use areas. Results have shown that neither planning and
innovation policies in Berlin in general nor planning and
innovation initiatives in distinctive Berlin Zukunftsorte
in particular, are straightforward, and, ultimately, they
depend on persistent trajectories of the past, political
power relations, the economic situation, and context‐
specific site characteristics. With regard to planning,
various planning regulations (e.g., LUP and CLUP in
combination with industrial zones, Industriegebiet, or
specially dedicated areas, Sondergebiet; see BauNVO,
Sections 9 and 11 respectively, in Federal Ministry
of Justice and Consumer Protection, 2021, pp. 8–9)
backed by informal planning documents for commer‐
cial and industrial spaces (development concept for
production‐oriented areas, “economic” UDPs) led to the
desired objectives. Interestingly, the newly introduced
building law category “urban area” (Urbanes Gebiet;
BauNVO, Section 6a in Federal Ministry of Justice and
Consumer Protection, 2021, pp. 6–7) has not been used
in Berlin so far, mainly because of two alternatives that
both also allow for mixed‐use areas: An idiosyncratic
equivalent is the mixed‐use area (gemischte Baufläche)
and a way around it is the specially dedicated area
(urbanes Entwicklungsgebiet). With regard to technol‐
ogy/innovation policies, most Zukunftsorte are in dif‐
ferent stages of the life cycle and are in need of cus‐
tomized tools. Adlershof is a well‐functioning network
of business, academia, and policymakers with prelimi‐
nary attempts to embed those stakeholders in residen‐
tial neighborhoods—therefore, it is partly on its way to
becoming a TEM. Where EUREF is miniature version of
Adlershof or a living lab of Zukunftsorte (without hous‐
ing), the other selected Zukunftsorte do not yet deserve
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this name as basic TIM/TEM components are still missing.
Therefore, Berlin will have to undertake manifold strate‐
gies toward its (new) commercial and industrial spaces
in the future (Gornig & Werwatz, 2018). Our results
showed the value added and idea by incorporating plan‐
ning frameworks and housing efforts into TIM is imag‐
inable well beyond the context of Berlin. To understand
TEM comprehensively, the study should be extended to
the fifth helix (the environment) in the future.
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